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Prudential insurance has revealed its analysis on the new pension benefit for new retirees. It has
said that the annual pension amount has dropped from 15,000 pound. The annual retirement benefit
includes the income from all sides as state, firms and private pension. Every fifth retiree in England
wishes to get ten thousand pound each year, which is good for peoples retiring from their services
this year.

An official statement from the group has said that the effect of financial crisis from all sides as euro-
zone, banking crisis and stagnation has been prime player to bring the pension benefits down in five
years. The main reason is constant downfall in the rate of the yearly pension which can be taken
with the help of some amount saved in private pension scheme. Rate of pension has come down by
8 per cent in last year, as the group has revealed in its report. It is found that the downfall in the
current year is fourth successive fall, as a financial agency Money fact has claimed. Which is really
a very bad sign for public servant as well as for the economy of country?

Such downfall was noticed because of constant upsurges in durability and further discounts offered
from purchasing the private and public bonds required to provide an assured benefits in the
retirement. Richard Eagling from Money facts has stated that growing demand of fixed income tools
like public bonds, the growing Euro zone meltdown and the quantitative scheme of the Bank of
England have driven gilt and companyâ€™s bond delivers low for the last one year.

A top pension broker has said that the yielding on 15-years gilt was 4 per cent but the last month of
the year witness downfall in delivering. As the same year, their standard pension came down from
5,833 pound per year to 5,360 pound per year. On the other side, the Prudential review has also
focussed on the basic concerns with the help of comprehensive research covering about one
thousand people who are about to retire this year. This situation may lead peopleâ€™s getting short of
funds, in order to get quick funds apply with long term loans @
http://www.shorttermloansforbadcredituk.co.uk/long-term-loans.php.

England is passing through very tough phase these days and the government has faced agitation
over its new proposed pension plans. Every group of government staff has been spotted doing the
public agitation over the scheme. The government has appealed to all the people for saving their
earnest money, so that the amount can help them coping with the global meltdown which is the only
way to come out easily from the recession period.
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